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Overview of RI State Assessment Policies
• RIDE conducted a separate session covering policies and procedures applicable to
all assessments in the RI State Assessment Program.
• As such, only brief or NGSA-specific references will be made in this presentation to
the topics covered in that session:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Assessments by grade and content area
Student participation requirements and general student registration procedures
Coronavirus considerations for the 2020-21 administration
Test scheduling requirements and practices, and options/considerations applicable to the
unique situation this year
Roles and responsibilities of district and school test coordinators, technology coordinators, test
administrators, and proctors
Training requirements (general) for all personnel involved in testing
Test security requirements (including testing irregularity reporting) and monitoring visits
General information about accommodations and accessibility features

• As always – review the test coordinator manual and test administrator manual for
specific information pertaining to this state assessment.
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Coronavirus and the RI State Assessment Program
• Assessment dates and policies may shift to accommodate changes in response
to COVID-19.
• RIDE will notify test coordinators of any changes or updates that impact any
part of the state assessment system.
• Test Coordinators may need to adjust some test administration protocols in
accordance with health and safety protocols released by RIDE.
• Please consult RIDE’s COVID-19 page for guidance (www.ride.ri.gov/COVID-19).
• Please contact the Assessment Team with any questions.

• Please plan to administer all state assessments in-person in the school building.
There are no remote options for these assessments.

• For accountability purposes, students who do not take the state assessments expected for
their grade level will be considered non-participants unless they have a RIDE-approved
medical exemption (see the RISAP TC Handbook posted at www.ride.ri.gov/TC).
• Currently, the U.S. Department of Education has not indicated or announced any changes
to the current regulations, requirements, or calculations to accountability or state
assessments, so we are operating under our current system.
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Overview of the RI NGSA
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What is the NGSA?
• The Rhode Island Next Generation Science Assessment (NGSA) is a high-quality assessment that
fulfills federal requirements for assessing science at the elementary, middle, and high school
levels (grades 5, 8, and 11)
• NGSA assesses students’ understanding of the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS),
measuring students’ science knowledge as well as their ability to think critically, analyze
information, and solve complex problems
• Science & Engineering Practices (SEP) were designed to set forth the knowledge and skills required for
students to succeed in jobs and opportunities in science, technology, engineering, and mathematics
• Disciplinary core ideas (DCI) are the fundamental ideas that are necessary for understanding a particular
science discipline
• Crosscutting concepts (CCC) are the concepts connect across different disciplines or situations that
students can use to connect new learning to prior experience

• Rhode Island and Vermont partnered to develop this assessment, built with items developed by
ten states
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NGSA Test Configuration
• Grades 5, 8, and 11 tests assess students’ understanding of the NGSS across the corresponding
grade band (3-5, 6-8, and high school)
• Students at each grade will be presented 6 item clusters and 12 stand-alone items
• Item clusters include a stimulus and a series of questions that generally take students about 6-12 minutes to
complete
• Stand-alone items are shorter and generally take 1-3 minutes to complete

• All items ask students to use science and engineering practices and apply their understanding
of disciplinary core ideas and crosscutting concepts to make sense out of real-world
phenomena
• Test configuration for spring 2021 administration
• 4 segments will create 2 distinct sessions of equal length that will appear as separate tests in the Test
Administrator Interface.
• Content for each session will cover the three domains (Life Sciences, Physical Sciences, Earth/Space Sciences).
• Variety of item types including simulations and animations.
• Segments, and the items within each segment, are assigned randomly.
• On average, students will receive 8 standalones and 4 clusters per session; some may be field test items.
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The Structure of the Clusters
• Each cluster begins with a phenomenon, which anchors the entire
cluster. The interactions within the cluster all address the
phenomenon.
• Each cluster engages the student in a grade-appropriate, meaningful
scientific activity aligned to a specific standard.
• A cluster task statement comes at the end of the stimulus and an
overview of the point of the cluster.
• Each interaction in the cluster aligns to at least two of the three
dimensions (SEP, DCI, CCC) and if possible all three.
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The Structure of the Clusters
Stimulus

Performance
Expectation

SEP

DCI

CCC

Cluster

Interaction 1
Part A, B, etc.

SEP
DCI

Task Demand 1

Interaction 2
Part A, B, etc.

DCI
CCC

Task Demand 2

Interaction 3
Part A, B, etc.

SEP
DCI

Interaction 4
Part A, B, etc.

SEP
DCI
CCC

Task Demands
3&4

Task Demands
2&4
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The Structure of the Clusters
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Stand Alone Items
• Allow more PEs to be assessed on a test
• Are 2 or 3 dimensional
• Can have multiple parts
• Computer Scored
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Stand Alone Items
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Item and Cluster Specifications
• Item and cluster specifications are documents that are designed to
guide the work of item writers and reviewers.
• These specifications are intended to serve as a roadmap for writers to
properly align items to the three-dimensions that comprise each
Performance Expectation.
• Can also be used for developing local assessments
• Find them on RIDE’s NGSA webpage: www.ride.ri.gov/NGSA
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How will understanding the Test Item Specifications
support science instruction and assessment?
• Districts and schools should ensure teachers are trained in understanding and developing three-dimensional
NGSS assessments.
• Each grade level 3-11, should have common benchmark assessments that promote the application of content
and practices rather than memorization of facts.

• Teachers can use the NGSA state assessment test design specs when developing local formative and
summative assessments:
• Application of expectations for each PE
• Content limits
• Essential vocabulary
• Possible phenomena and task demands
• Use as a backward design for their instruction
• Create ongoing formative and summative embedded assessments
• Additionally, teachers and students should use the online practice tests and become fluent with the technical
skills required for the computer-based assessment (posted at www.ride.ri.gov/NGSA).
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Next Steps…
Schedule a leadership meeting with the Science & Technology
Specialist and begin your NGSA results analysis and science
improvement planning. Contact: erin.escher@ride.ri.gov
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Tasks to Complete Before Testing
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Tasks to Complete Before Testing
 Plan your testing schedule
 Review students registered for this assessment
 Assign students’ accommodations and/or accessibility features
 Assemble and train your team
 Prepare technology to be used for testing
 Prepare testing materials
 Students and teachers use practice tests to get familiar with platform
 Final set-up and preparation
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Student Participation and Registration

Plan Your Testing Schedule
• State assessment window: April 26 – June 4, 2021
• Districts/schools choose when to administer the test within that overall
window
• RI NGSA is comprised of two separate sessions: Session 1 should be
administered before Session 2
• Students should be provided a minimum of 60 minutes for each session
to complete the items
• The test is untimed. This is a minimum recommendation for testing time.
• Students may continue testing beyond the testing time as long as they are
working productively.
• Test Coordinators should plan 10 additional minutes for logistics (e.g., log in
students, read test directions to students).
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Student Participation
• All RI public school students in grades 5, 8, and 11 (including students
in outplaced/out-of-state schools) must take both sessions of the RI
NGSA for their current grade level, unless:
• Student participates in the alternate assessment (DLM) per the Special
Education Census and IEP or 504 plan
• Student has an approved medical exemption from RIDE

• Students may use assessment accommodations indicated in their IEP or
504 plan, or EL accommodations indicated in documentation
• In order to be considered a participant, a student must answer at least
one item in a session.
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Student Registration
• Student demographic information is updated in NGSA TIDE via a nightly
upload by the state.
• Changes made in the state eRIDE registration system will be reflected in
NGSA TIDE the following day.
• Students must have IEP or 504 plan or LEP status marked in order to be
assigned accommodations indicated in their IEP or 504 plan or EL
documentation
• Public schools must ensure that students in outplacement schools are
properly coded in eRIDE enrollment census and the Special Education census
in order for them to be tested.
• Note: Homeschool students participating in RI NGSA must have a SASID in
order to be registered, participate, and receive results. Please also ensure
they are properly coded in the enrollment census.
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RI NGSA TIDE System
• All user accounts were rolled over and passwords reset in December 2020.
• If you did not receive a password reset email, check your spam folder or use the
“Request a new one for this school year” link on the TIDE log in page.

• All test coordinators and test administrators must login to change their
password in the system prior to setting up or starting assessments.
• If you log in on a new device or browser (or clear the cache on a previously-used
browser) you must enter an emailed code after passing the initial login screen.
• This step does not occur when you activate your account.

• RI NGSA uses a Single Sign On System: your user name and password for
TIDE will also be used for all other NGSA systems (e.g., Reporting, DEI).
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TIDE: User Dashboard

• TIDE User Dashboard is broken up into three columns with tasks that vary depending on user role:
• Preparing for Testing
• Administering Tests
• After Testing
• Once logged in, the user can navigate between systems using the dropdown menu in the top left of the site.
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TIDE: User Roles
• Your TIDE account has a role that
gives you certain as permissions
indicated in the table:
• District Administrator role can
perform all the tasks in TIDE.
• Teacher role can access those
related to administration.

• In addition to limiting tasks,
permissions limit scope:
• A district-level user can work with
data pertaining to that district.
• A school-level user can work with
data pertaining to that school.

• For a detailed list of user roles and
associated permissions, see your
TIDE User Guide.

Task

DA

SC

Editing Student Settings





Managing Rosters





Adding User Accounts





Adding User Accounts at the same level



Creating Appeals





Running Participation Reports







Printing Test Tickets
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TE



TIDE: Forms and Uploads
There are two main ways to
add and edit information in
TIDE.
• Manually fill out the
information in the form.
• Create an upload file in
Excel or CSV format (first
download the correct
template), and then
upload that file to TIDE.
• See the TIDE User Guide
for more information and
step by step instructions.
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TIDE: Viewing Student Information

• Search by SSID on every page in top corner.
• Use View/Edit/Export Students form to search for specific subsets (e.g., all 5th Grade Braille
students to make sure that you order enough paper booklets).
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TIDE: Student Settings and Tools

Tip: Just prior to test administration, print a “Student Settings and Tools Report” so test administrators can have a
quick reference when verifying student test settings in the TA Interface.
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Accommodations and Accessibility Features

Planning for Accessibility
www.ride.ri.gov/accommodations

• You need these documents:
1. RISAP Accommodations and Accessibility Features Manual
2. NGSA TIDE User Guide
3. RI NGSA Assistive Technology Manual

• Accommodations Training Webinars:
Date

Test

Topic

Recording available

PSAT/SAT

Recording available

All

Recording available

PSAT/SAT

Recording available

RICAS, NGSA

Accommodations Webinar 3A: Accommodations for RICAS and NGSA

Mar. 18, 2021

RICAS, NGSA

Accommodations Webinar 3B: Accommodations for RICAS and NGSA

Apr. 15, 2021

All

Q&A: Test administration and accommodations questions welcome.

Implementation and Accommodations Webinar
Accommodations Webinar 2A: Accommodations for EL Students
Accommodations and Supports Webinar
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Accommodations Resources
www.ride.ri.gov/accommodations

Training recordings
and presentations
AAF Manual: Contains all
forms and information
about test supports.

Test-specific
accommodations
manuals and
materials.
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State Policy for Accommodations
• Only the following students may receive accommodations:
• Students with a 504 Plan or IEP (including EL students)
• EL students currently receiving services
• EL students who are being monitored

• Accommodations must be included in the 504 or IEP
• Testing may not begin if the accommodation is not included in the IEP or 504 Plan.
• Convene an IEP Team meeting
• Follow district IEP amendment process
• Accommodations for EL students should be formally documented.
• Can use the form in the AAF manual, but it is not required.
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Accessibility Features in NGSA
• Embedded and Non-Embedded Accessibility Features are supports
and tools that are available to all students.
• Embedded (available as part of the Test Delivery System):
•
•
•
•
•

Answer Masking
Color Contrast
Magnification
Mouse Pointer
Streamline Mode

• Non-embedded (available outside of the Test Delivery System):
•
•
•
•
•
•

Amplification/Audio Aids
Color Overlay
Magnification
Read aloud or sign selected words during the science test, as requested by the student
Test Administrator repeats/clarifies test directions
Test Administrator redirects student’s attention to test
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Embedded Accommodations
• Embedded Accommodations are supports and tools that are available
as part of the Test Delivery System. These need to be designated in
TIDE prior to testing.
•
•
•
•

Braille Edition
Print-on-Demand (used for printing Spanish as a paper test)
Spanish Edition
Permissive Mode (used for Assistive Technology devices compatible with the
test delivery platform)
• Text-to-Speech (available in English and Spanish)
• Available only to students with and IEP or 504 Plan who have a diagnosed disability that
impacts their reading.
• The embedded text-to-speech software may (or may not) read the answer options in the
drop-down boxes. Test Administrators need to monitor students closely to ensure the
entire test is read aloud.
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Non-Embedded Accommodations
These versions of accommodations are provided outside the test delivery platform.
AT/AAC Devices (set Permissive Mode)

Human Read Aloud in English**

Braille Edition

Word Prediction*

Paper Editions: Regular Font Size, Large Print Edition

Speech-to-Text*

Scribe**

Sign Language Interpretation**

Simplified Test Directions**

Extended Time
Accommodations for English Learners

Bilingual Word-to-Word Dictionary or Glossary

Extended Time

Human Read Aloud in English

Spanish Paper Edition (must use Print-on-Demand)

Human Read Aloud in Spanish
*The NGSA is a multiple-choice (multiple-select) test and there are no open-ended, short answer, or essay questions so
students may not require these accommodations during the science test.
**These accommodations have specific guidance and protocols outlined in the AAF Manual that must be followed.
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TIDE: Accommodation Settings
• In order to receive any embedded or non-embedded accommodation,
the IDEA Indicator or 504 Plan field must be set to Yes.
• This information is transferred to TIDE in the nightly upload. Make
sure eRIDE is up to date.

• All paper tests will need to be entered into the system through the
Data Entry Interface (DEI) after testing is completed
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TIDE: Ordering Paper Materials
• Window for ordering opens March 8, 2021
• Braille, Large Print, and Standard paper tests available
• Reminder: confirm that the student has the non-embedded
accommodation set properly in NGSA TIDE

• Users can search for orders by District or School
• Enter the quantity needed for each of the materials
needed.
• If contact information is not uploaded for your school or
district, you will not be able to proceed with an order.
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TIDE: Ordering Paper Materials (continued)
• District administrators (DA role in NGSA TIDE)
can check (and edit) shipping information for
their district, and schools within their district.
• View order history:
• Tracking reports are available by selecting the
truck icon.
• Packing lists, manifests, and security checklists are
available by selecting the report icon.
• The Order Details form includes:
•
•
•
•
•

Material Description
Expected Shipment Quantity
Approved Quantity
Awaiting Approval Quantity
Approval Status
(this information is also available
on the Order Quantity Reports)
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Paper Test Accommodations
• When will regular paper test materials be shipped?
• Paper tests should be shipped to participating districts by April 13, 2021.
• District or school test coordinators are responsible for distributing them to the
appropriate school.
• Note: Spanish paper tests are printed at the time of testing by the test
administrator/scribe (see next slide).

• When do paper test materials need to be returned?
• Student responses for all paper tests must be input into the DEI before paper test
materials are packed and returned.
• Paper tests should be returned following the directions in the test coordinator
manual no later than June 2, 2021 (three business days after the state test
window ends).
• The Test Coordinator is responsible for arranging the test materials pickup with
FedEx and should keep the receipt tabs for reference.
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Spanish Edition Paper Test
• Use "print-on-demand" for students who need to take a paper test in Spanish (see
Appendix J in the AAF Manual).
• Students will need the following settings in TIDE:
•
•
•
•
•

Print-On-Demand (embedded)
Spanish version (embedded)
Text magnification (if large print)
Scribe (non-embedded)
1:1 administration (non-embedded) 

• The student would login normally and then items would be printed individually for
the student to complete on paper. 
• The test administrator (scribe) would then enter the student's responses into the
TDS exactly as indicated by the student. 
• After the student has completed that session, printed items should be immediately
shredded since those pages are secure materials. 
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Emergency Accommodations: Paper Test Requests
If a student becomes injured and cannot take the test on the computer (concussion,
for example) you can request a paper test.
1. Contact RIDE (Kamlyn Keith or Heather Heineke) as soon as you know you will
need an emergency accommodation paper test form.
Do not include students’ personally identifiable information in an email.
2. Once you have confirmed with RIDE, please place an order for the paper test
booklet in NGSA TIDE and contact the RI NGSA Help Desk.
3. The RI NGSA Help Desk will work with the RI Program Team to set the nonembedded paper test accommodation for the student in NGSA TIDE.
The student must have the non-embedded paper test accommodation set in
NGSA TIDE to be eligible for the paper test.
4. The paper test booklet will be shipped directly to the school.

Note: All student responses will need to be entered into the Data Entry Interface (DEI)
by school staff prior to the end of testing.
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Train Personnel Involved in Testing

Roles and Responsibilities
• Qualifications and general responsibilities for the following roles are
covered in the General Overview of RISAP Policies presentation:
•
•
•
•
•

District Test Coordinator
School Test Coordinator
Technology Coordinator
Test Administrator
Proctor

• Please review the RI NGSA Test Coordinator Manual and Test
Administrator Manual for specific responsibilities relating to this
assessment.
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NGSA Test Administrator Training Materials
• www.ride.ri.gov/Assessment-Manuals:
•
•

Test Administrator tab: Test Administrator Manual
Test Coordinator tab: Test Coordinator Manual

• www.ride.ri.gov/Assessment-Training:
•
•
•

RISAP General State Policies Overview presentation and recording
Editable Test Administrator presentation (RISAP general policies)
Assessment-specific training materials and requirements

• https://ri.portal.cambiumast.com (RI NGSA Portal)
•

•
•
•

Access to online systems for preparing and delivering testing (NGSA TIDE, Test Delivery System /
secure browser downloads, Data Entry Interface, Reporting)
Reference materials and guides (e.g., NGSA TIDE User Guide, Student Interface Guide to the
TDS, Assistive Technology Guide)
Test Administrator Certification Course
Practice Test
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Test Administrator Certification Course
• Online course with step-by-step instructions and interactive elements covering:
•
•
•
•

Navigating the TA Interface
Approving students to test
Pausing and stopping a test session
Logging into the test as a student

• All Test Administrators (TAs) must complete
the course prior to starting any test sessions:
• Multiple viewing opportunities
• Takes about 30 minutes to complete
• Generates a certificate of completion

• Course covers the TDS only – TAs still need to be trained in test administration,
security, and accommodations (see the TCM and TAM)
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Sample Training Materials
• All individuals involved in test
administration must:
• Participate in training and sign in to
the session
• Receive a Test Administrator Manual
(or Test Security Requirements if not
a test administrator)
• Agree to the Test Security
Agreement

• This is a sample form from the
TCM that combines all
agreements. Test Coordinators
may also create their own forms.
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Test Irregularities and Security Breaches
A test irregularity is any action that results in non-standard test administration.
Test irregularities may result in invalidating scores.
• These are covered in more detail, as is the reporting process, in the RISAP General State
Policies presentation.
• Test security policies and requirements are clearly outlined in the TCM and TAM.
• A few of the most common irregularities include:
•
•
•
•
•

Cell phone possession or use by students during testing
Accommodations incorrectly given to student, or IEP/504 plan accommodations not given at all
Lost or mislabeled student test booklets or other secure materials
Coaching, erasing, altering, or interfering with students’ tests in any way
Access to secure test materials by unauthorized persons prior to, during, or after testing

• If any test irregularity occurs:
•
•
•

Correct and contain the incident at the district/school level
If appropriate, enter into the Appeals module of TIDE (next slide)
District Test Coordinator must notify RIDE
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Testing Irregularities: Appeals
Some testing irregularities may require the student’s test be “appealed” within the
NGSA TIDE system**, such as:
APPEAL
PURPOSE / RESULT
•
•
•
•

A hardware malfunction
Incorrect accommodation
Missing accommodation
A test was submitted
incorrectly

** Always contact RIDE first
before beginning an appeal:
some appeals are permanent.

Reset a Test

•
•

Removes the test and scores from the system
Enables student to start a new test

Re-open a Test

•

Allows for a test that has already been submitted in error or has
expired to be re-opened

Grace Period
Extension

•
•

Granted if a test session is unexpectedly interrupted
Allows access to all previous responses

Restore a Test
That Has Been
Reset

•
•
•

Returns a test from the Reset status to its prior status
Only allowed on tests that have been reset
A test can be restored if it was reset in error

Invalidate a Test

•
•
•

Rarely Used
Eliminates the test
Student does not receive a score

If any test irregularity occurs:
• Correct/contain the incident
at the district/school level
• If appropriate, enter into the Appeals module of TIDE
• District Test Coordinator must notify RIDE
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TIDE: Create Appeals
• Located in the Administering Tests column in TIDE:
• Select the appeal type
• Search for the student by SSID, Result ID, or Session ID

• Definitions for each of the appeal is available in the TIDE User Guide
• In addition to appeals, there are various functions that can be performed to restore,
reset, or merge tests – if you need assistance, call the NGSA Help Desk
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Prepare Technology

Preparing Devices and Technology
• Test administrators need:
• Computer with internet to start, manage, and end testing sessions
• Cell phone in case need to contact test coordinator due to testing irregularity

• Students need:
• Computer or device for testing that meets the technical requirements for the
secure browser
• Devices or accessories (e.g., headphones, assistive technology) for
accommodations or accessibility features as required by a student’s IEP or
504 plan
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RI NGSA Portal
• Access point for all online systems
(TIDE, TA Interface, Reporting)
• Find testing resources, help desk
information, testing announcements,
and FAQs
• Check device requirements
• Download the Secure Browser
• Access the Assistive Technology
Manual for students using that
accommodation
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Secure Browser Information
• Designed to ensure test security by
prohibiting students from accessing any
other programs or websites during
testing
• Download the latest secure browser
from the portal to all devices that will be
used for testing
• The secure browser from any previous
administration will no longer work.
• Before taking the test, all applications must be
closed or the browser will not launch.

• Students must use the secure browser
to log in to the Student Interface of the
TDS
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Setting up student rosters in TIDE
• Rosters are composed of groups of students associated with a teacher in a school.
•
•

Typically entire classrooms in lower grades or individual course periods in upper grades
Can create rosters for any tested school year

• Students do not need to be in a roster in order to participate in testing.
• Rosters must be created so users with the Teacher (TE) role can view student scores
and data in Reporting.
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Prepare Materials

Prepare Test Materials for NGSA
For more details, see the test coordinator manual and test administrator manual.

• Upon receipt of paper-based testing materials, inventory and store them in a
secure central location.
• Print, inventory, and store student testing tickets in a secure central location
• Prepare materials for students:
• Ensure you have sufficient blank scratch paper for students
• Print periodic table reference sheets for students in grades 8 and 11 who prefer them
• Collect and/or assign supports and materials needed for students’ accommodations

• Print out signage for testing rooms
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Secure Test Materials for NGSA
For more details, see the RISAP General State Policies Overview presentation.

• Test content and student responses:
•
•
•
•

Content on-screen for computer-based testing (CBT)
Test & answer booklets for paper-based testing (PBT)
Test items printed using the “print-on-demand” feature (CBT used as PBT)
Student testing tickets for computer-based testing (CBT)

• Any used scratch paper or reference sheets with student writing.
• Secure materials should be stored in a secure, locked central location
whenever not in use for testing, and otherwise never left unattended.
• Materials must be tracked using internal tracking forms and independent
counts of testing materials.
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Administering Practice Tests

What are Practice Tests?
• Allows administrators, students, and guest users to become familiar
with the online testing environment.
• Provides a preview of question types that may appear on the
operational assessment.
• Provides students with the opportunity to test accessibility tools and
assistive technology devices with the Test Delivery System (TDS).
• Note: Practice Tests can be accessed using a Guest User and/or a Guest
Session.
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Portal: Accessing Practice Tests
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Portal: Accessing Practice Tests
Guest mode – anyone
can access and use

Secure mode:
• Students login to a
demo session created
by the test
administrator
• Students will be able
to practice using
actual assigned
accommodations and
assistive technology
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Portal: Practice Test – New Item Type
• This item type will only be found in the practice test – NOT in the
operational test
• Students have the opportunity to try out an external copy interaction
item in the practice test only
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TDS: Overview
• The Test Delivery System (TDS) can only be accessed through the
secure browser
• TDS has two interfaces:
• Test Administrator
• Student

• Two sites:
• Practice Test
• Operational (demo version shown on the following slides)
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TDS: TA Interface
Access through the RI NGSA
Portal using this card:

Selecting and starting a test session:
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TDS: TA Interface
Accessing student test settings
(approval can be by batch or individual):

Monitoring a test session while the session is live:
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TDS: Student Interface – Logging in
Login to site:

Confirm identity:
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TDS: Student Interface – Starting to Test
Select the test and click the arrow:

Test administrator then needs to confirm:
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TDS: Student Interface – Reviewing Test Settings
1) Audio/video check:

3) Accommodations and accessibility:

2) Instruction and
help page:
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TDS: Student Interface – Features while Testing
Spanish language toggle (for students with that accommodation):

Item review feature:

Progress indicator:
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TDS: Student Interface – Finishing the Test
Review answers page:

Submission confirmation page:
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Final Tasks Before Beginning Testing

Verify Student Accommodations Assignments
• Login to NGSA TIDE and double-check that all students with 504 or IEPs are
assigned the correct accommodations
• Test format (online, paper, print-on-demand)
• Embedded or non-embedded accommodations
• Embedded or non-embedded accessibility features

• Make sure that students are not assigned incorrect accommodations or that
students without 504 or IEPs are not assigned accommodations
• Ensure that any non-embedded accommodations or accessibility features are
ready to provide to the students for whom those are assigned
• Student accommodations for online testing should be set in TIDE a minimum
of three days prior to testing to ensure accuracy in the nightly file process
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Gather and Organize Testing Materials
• Ensure all Test Administrators and any school personnel (e.g., proctors)
who will have access to secure material have:
• Participated in Test Administrator Training for RI NGSA
• Received the TAM (or test security requirements packet, as applicable), and
• Completed the TA Certification Course (required for access to the TDS)

• If grade 8 or grade 11 students will be using the printed periodic table from
the RI NGSA Portal, download and print those sheets
• Scratch paper and writing instruments as required for tests (see list in TAM)
• Optional: print rosters for your test administrators as an additional
reference when beginning or completing testing
• Print student testing tickets (see NGSA TIDE User Guide)
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What’s in the manuals?
Both manuals have been updated for this year’s RI NGSA administration
• Test Administrator Manual (TAM)
• Contains policies and procedures for test administration
• Includes
•
•
•
•
•

Test security
Directions for test administration
Script used during test administration
Step-by-step instructions, with screenshots, for administrating RI NGSA
A translated Spanish test administration script

• Test Coordinator Manual (TCM)

• Provides policies and procedures for district and school test coordinators to be
followed prior to, during, and after test administration
• Includes information about
•
•
•
•
•

Scheduling testing
Test administration roles and responsibilities
Test administrator and proctor qualifications
Test security
Tasks that take place before, during, and after testing
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Tasks to Complete During Testing
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Tasks to Complete During Testing
Track all secure materials
Monitor test administration
Maintain a list of students requiring make-up tests and schedule their
make-up tests
Be available to test administrators and proctors
Continue to check and update students’ information
Investigate security breaches and testing irregularities (see RISAP General
State Policies presentation and the RIAP TC Handbook for details)
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Track All Secure Materials
• Track the following secure materials
using the form in the TCM:
• testing materials received for paper-based
administration
• emergency printing of paper-based tests
• student testing tickets

• Make sure that all used scratch paper is
accounted for and securely destroyed
(e.g., shredded) at the end of testing
• Securely destroy (e.g., shredding) any
manuals or pages from manuals on
which secure information (e.g., logins,
student information) was written
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Monitor Test Administration
• Enforce test security requirements
• Ensure that your school’s document tracking system is used each time
secure test materials are moved
• Continue to update user roles for test administrators throughout the
testing window as needed
• Manage situations that may occur during testing (e.g., technologyrelated, testing irregularities and security breaches, make-up testing)
• Manage Appeals through NGSA TIDE (if needed)
• Review Participation Reports and other reports through NGSA TIDE
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TIDE: Participation Reports
• May be generated at the district
or school level, depending on
your user role
• Report should be generated for
each test to obtain an accurate
picture that reflects the testing
status of all students for all tests
in the school or district.
• Updated nightly at 5:00am
• Test Completion Rates Report: High-level
reports used to summarize the number and
percentage of students who have started or
completed a test.
• Test Status Code Report: Specific report used
to view each student’s test status and all
special codes for each of the tests the student
is eligible.
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TIDE: Other Reports
• Session level reports for District
and School Users
• Session ID
• Results ID
• Test expiration date

• New Test Session
Status Report

• Includes cumulative
counts of the number
of tests started,
paused, and completed
in a session or school
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Tasks to Complete After Testing
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Tests to Complete After Testing
After each day of testing:
 Collect and document all secure materials
 Shred any items printed through the “print-on-demand” feature
 Schedule make-up sessions as needed
 Ensure all sessions are stopped and all students and TAs are signed out of the TDS

After all testing is completed:
 Update eRIDE enrollment census
 Ensure all test sessions have been stopped
 Destroy/shred secure student testing tickets and anything with student writing (used
scratch paper, reference sheets)
 Recycle unused non-secure test materials
 Schedule materials pick-up for any paper-based tests and enter paper test student
responses into the DEI
 Complete the Principal Certification of Proper Administration (PCPA) from Appendix A in
the TCM within two weeks
 Keep all records on file for 3 years
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What is the Data Entry Interface (DEI)?
• Accessed through the RI NGSA Portal
• For students completing paper
assessments, the teacher must enter the
student responses into the DEI or else the
scores will not be recorded.
• 3 forms of paper tests will be available:
• UEB Braille
• Large Print
• Standard Print

• This applies to paper tests ordered directly
through TIDE. Contact the RI NGSA Help
Desk with questions about submitting
responses to emergency paper tests.
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If you need support…
Contact your LEA Test Coordinator or RIDE with
questions about:

Contact the RI NGSA Help Desk with questions
about:

• Testing schedule
• Testing accommodations
• Questions about general testing policies or
protocols
• School emergencies that affect testing
• Unusual circumstances on test days
• Violations of test security
• Reporting irregularities
• Anytime a test will be voided

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

NGSA TIDE
Secure Browser
TDS – Student Interface or TA Interface
Setting up rosters
Managing student data
Managing user accounts and passwords
Submitting additional materials orders
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Contact Information
Help Desk Contact Information is found in Appendix D of both the TCM and TAM.

• RI NGSA Portal: https://ri.portal.cambiumast.com
• RI NGSA Help Desk: 1.866.757.9437 or rihelpdesk@cambiumassessment.com
• RIDE:
•
•
•
•

General questions: assessment@ride.ri.gov
State policy, administration questions: Kamlyn.Keith@ride.ri.gov or 401-222-8413
Accommodations questions: Heather.Heineke@ride.ri.gov or 401-222-8493
Content questions: Erin.Escher@ride.ri.gov or 401-222-8168

Register for email updates through the RI NGSA Portal and make sure you are on
RIDE’s Test Coordinator Listserv to receive Test Coordinator Memos –
www.ride.ri.gov/TC
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RI Next Generation Science
Assessment
Thank you!
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